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Abstract. Recent studies of interstellar scattering frequency evolution indicate, that for a large
number of pulsars the measured scatter time to frequency scaling does not follow predictions
based upon simple scattering models. The number of such deviations suggests, that what was
previously known as ”anomalous scattering” is actually quite normal for a large subset of the
pulsar population. New observations are needed, especially at low frequencies, to study the
scattering of low-DM objects. In this regard even small telescopes, such as single LOFAR stations
- like PL-612 in Ba�ldy, near Olsztyn, Poland - can be extremely helpful.
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The temporal and angular broadening of the pulsar profiles is caused by the scatter-
ing of the radio waves emitted by a pulsar. This, along with other effects such as an
interstellar dispersion of the signal, as well as the interstellar scintillations, happens in
the ionized interstellar medium (ISM). The current models of the interstellar scattering
predict that the frequency dependence of the observed parameters is closely bound to the
density fluctuations caused by turbulent ISM. Most of the models assume, that the tur-
bulence spectrum in the ISM is the same as the Kolmogorov’s spectrum, however there is
increasing observational evidence that suggests otherwise (see Lewandowski et al. 2013,
Lewandowski et al. 2015a, Lewandowski et al. 2015b).

The estimates of the scatter time frequency scaling index a may be used to ascertain the
spectrum of the turbulence in the ionised interstellar medium. Simplest models predict,
that for the thin-screen scattering the frequency scaling index α should be between 4.0
and 4.4 (the later is the value for Kolmogorovs turbulence).

Löhmer et al. (2001) and Löhmer et al. (2004) noticed that for large DM pulsars the
values of a tend to be much lower, which can possibly be explained only by the existence
of multiple scattering screens or anisotropy effects. In our work (Lewandowski et al. 2013,
Lewandowski et al. 2015a, Lewandowski et al. 2015b) we have shown that such deviations
from the model are common for pulsars with all DM values, including the closest ones.
Hence the term “anomalous scattering” does no longer apply, as the number of pulsars
that seem to behave this way is steadily growing (see also Krishnakumar et al., 2017 and
Geyer et al. 2017).

The phenomenon of scattering is still not well studied for the closest, low-DM pulsars,
as the estimates of pulse broadening for these objects require low frequency observations.
For a sample of strong pulsars even the small telescopes such as a single LOFAR station
may be succesfully used for interstellar scattering observations. Therefore we started an
observing project using the PL-612 station. It is one of the three polish LOFAR stations,
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Figure 1. Pulse broadening frequency evolution observed within the LOFAR HBA-low band
for two pulsars. Data from 2-hour integration with the PL-612 station in Bady, near Olsztyn.

and its located in Ba�ldy near Olsztyn (see B�laszkiewicz et al. 2015). The station is
maintained by the University of Warmia and Mazury. The data acquisition system is
based on the one employed by the German LOFAR Consortium (GLOW).

First pulsar data were gathered in the summer of 2016, and the regular pulsar obser-
vations started in autumn. The observations are conducted at the frequency of about 150
MHz, with 72 MHz bandwidth. This gives us a large fractional bandwidth, which means
that the frequency evolution of scattering is observable within the band (see the examples
in Figure 1). Splitting the bandwidth into several sub-bands allows us to estimate the
frequency scaling slope.
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